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Hon. Alan D. Albright 
U.S. District Court, Western District of Texas, Waco, TX, USA 

Judge Albright is the federal district judge for the Western District of Texas, Waco Division. Judge Albright 
earned his J.D. from The University of Texas School of Law and clerked for The Honorable James R. Nowlin in 
Austin, Texas. From 1992–99, he served as a Magistrate Judge. Prior to taking the district court bench in 2018, 
Judge Albright practiced IP litigation as a partner in the Austin office of Bracewell, LLP. He was recently 
inducted into the American College of Trial Lawyers. 

David Almeling 
O'Melveny & Myers LLP, San Francisco, CA, USA 

David is a partner in the San Francisco office of O’Melveny & Myers LLP and has been recognized by Legal 500, 
IAM Patent 1000, Law 360, the National Law Journal, and others, as a leading attorney in trade secret law. He 
has represented clients in matters that span the full range of trade secret and employee mobility counseling and 
litigation. His book, Trade Secret Law and Corporate Strategy, is now in its third edition. He has taught trade 
secret law at UC Berkeley Law School for the last few years. He also advises clients on patent strategy and 
litigates patent cases. David is currently serving as Vice-Chair of The Sedona Conference Working Group 12 on 
Trade Secrets. 

Hon. Peter Blok 
Unified Patent Court, Luxembourg 

Hon. Peter Blok is a professor of patent law.  He is a fellow of the Centre for Intellectual Property Law (CIER) at 
Utrecht University.  He is also a judge at the Court of Appeal of the Unified Patent Court and a deputy judge at 
the Court of Appeal of The Hague.  He specializes in intellectual property law, in particular, patent law.  From 
2015 to 2023, Peter Blok was a judge at the Court of Appeal of The Hague.  From 2007 to 2015, he was a judge at 
the district court of The Hague.  Before that, he was a lawyer in Rotterdam and Amsterdam.  In 2002, Peter Blok 
obtained his PhD in Tilburg for a dissertation on the right to privacy.  He did part of his doctoral research at the 
Georgetown University Law Center in Washington D.C.  He studied law and philosophy in Leiden. 

Hon. Clark S. Cheney 
USITC, Washington, DC, USA 

Clark S. Cheney is an Administrative Law Judge at the U.S. International Trade Commission. Prior to his 
appointment at the ITC, Judge Cheney served as an ALJ with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and 
the Social Security Administration. He worked in the ITC’s Office of the General Counsel for several years prior 
to becoming an ALJ. In that role, he regularly argued appeals to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit 
on behalf of the ITC. During several years of private practice, he represented domestic and international clients 
in intellectual property litigation. He began his career as a patent examiner and served as a law clerk to Judge 
William Bryson at the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. 
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Monte Cooper 
Goodwin Procter LLP, Redwood City, CA, USA 

Monte is Senior Counsel in Goodwin Proctor LLP’s Silicon Valley office and is a member of the firm’s Intellectual 
Property Litigation Group. The focus of his practice is on patent and copyright litigation, particularly contexts 
that involve computer software and hardware, as well as network-related applications. He has represented 
many hi-tech companies in complex and high-profile patent litigation. Monte is a frequent speaker and writer 
on cutting-edge IP topics, and regularly contributes to his firm’s appellate and Supreme Court practice. He also 
provides guidance on complex intellectual property licensing obligations. Prior to joining Goodwin, Monte was 
Of Counsel at Orrick. He also was associated with firms in Pasadena, CA and Denver, CO. Monte serves as the 
liaison between the Steering Committees for The Sedona Conference Working Group 9 on Patent Damages and 
Remedies (WG9), Working Group 10 on Patent Litigation Best Practices (WG10), and Working Group 12 on 
Trade Secrets (WG12). 

Patricio Delgado 
Ericsson, Dallas, TX, USA 

Patricio is Vice President of Pricing & FRAND Compliance for IPR & Licensing at Ericsson. He is responsible for 
pricing Ericsson’s patent commercialization transactions and ensuring that Ericsson’s patent licensing approach 
complies with FRAND.  Before taking on this role, Mr. Delgado headed Ericsson’s 5G program within IPR & 
Licensing, guiding all aspects of Ericsson’s IPR approach to 5G.  Prior to that, he headed Ericsson’s emerging 
market licensing program, and worked as senior counsel on various activities around the world related to 
Ericsson’s 2G, 3G, and 4G patent portfolios. Before joining Ericsson, Mr. Delgado practiced patent law at a large 
international law firm, representing telecom companies in patent litigations in the United States. He received his 
law degree with honors from Harvard Law School and his undergraduate degree in engineering with distinction 
from Stanford University. 

Robert Earle 
Ericsson, Plano, TX, USA 

Robert is the Vice President, Assertion and Enforcement, for Ericsson. His practice focuses on strategically 
managing Ericsson’s global patent enforcement activities and supporting Ericsson’s F/RAND licensing policies 
and practices. Prior to joining Ericsson, Robert was a principal in the Dallas office of Fish & Richardson, where 
he represented national and international clients in high-stakes patent litigation lawsuits. He is a graduate of the 
United States Naval Academy and has a Master’s Degree in Electrical Engineering. Prior to attending law school, 
Robert served nine years as an officer in the United States Navy. 

Huw Arwel Edwards 
Nokia Solutions and Networks GmbH & Co. KG, Espoo, Finland 

Huw is a Director Litigation at Nokia in Munich, Germany, where he is responsible for managing patent 
litigation and litigious issues across the world. Huw is a lawyer admitted in England & Wales and in New South 
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Wales, Australia. Before joining Nokia, he was a patent litigation counsel at Sandoz, where he managed patent 
litigation activities in the pharmaceutical sector across a number of jurisdictions in the Asia-Pacific, Latin 
America and Western Europe regions and developed and implemented global patent litigation strategies. Before 
becoming an in-house attorney, he worked for Freehills and Mallesons in Australia (2007-2011) and for Bird & 
Bird in London (2002-2006). During his training as a Solicitor (2000-2002), Huw worked for Linklaters in their 
London and Brussels offices. Huw studied Aeronautical Engineering at the University of Bristol where he 
received a Master of Engineering (M.Eng) degree in 1998. 

Sheryl Falk 
Crowe Global, Houston, TX, USA 

Sheryl is a Principal at Crowe LLP with over 30 years legal experience specializing in trade secret investigations 
and litigation. Sheryl draws upon her deep expertise in trade secrets, digital forensic technology, and data 
security  as well as her strong litigation background to lead Digital Forensic investigations and serve as a 
Forensic Neutral.   Sheryl is a former Federal Prosecutor and has been recognized in Legal 500 in Privacy/Cyber 
Security, Trade Secrets and Information Governance.      

Steve Faraji 
Audi de, Munich, Germany 

Steve is Head of Patents Vehicle/Production and Chief IPR Policy Manager at AUDI AG in Neckarsulm, 
Germany. He is a qualified German and European Patent Attorney specializing in computer implemented 
inventions and software. Steve advises on licensing issues, in particular on standard-essential patents in the 
automotive industry. Prior to joining Audi, he worked on prosecution and litigation of ICT patents for a major 
patent law firm in Munich. 

Pascal Faure 
Institut National De La Propriete Industrielle, Paris, France 

Pascal has been Chief Executive Officer of the French Patent and Trademark Office (INPI) since 13 September 
2018. A graduate of Ecole Polytechnique and Télécom ParisTech and a Corps des Mines engineer, Pascal 
previously served as the Director General of Enterprise in France’s Ministry for the Economy and Finance (2012-
2018).  After having starting his career in R&D (Bell Laboratories and Apple Computer in the United States then 
France’s national telecommunications research Centre - CNET) Pascal Faure, held various positions in the French 
ministries for the Budget, Tourism, Regional Planning & Integration, and Defense. From 1997 to 2001, he served 
as Director of Development and Financial Affairs and Deputy Managing Director of Telecom Institute, a research 
and higher education institution specialized in information and communication technologies. Pascal headed 
also the General Council for Information Technology (2007-2009) before leading the General Council for 
Industry, Energy and Technology (2009-2012) within the Ministry of Economy. He has also served as chairman 
of the French association of telecommunications engineers and Chairman of the Board of Directors of Telecom 
Institute. 
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Pascal Faure is member of the European Patent Organization’s Management Board and Chairman of its Budget 
and Finance committee. He is also member of the Management Board of the European Union Intellectual 
Property Office. 

Brian Edward Ferguson 
Winston & Strawn LLP, Washington, DC, USA 

Brian is a partner in Winston’s Patent Litigation practice. With a degree in electrical engineering and 30 years of 
experience representing innovator companies, Brian is regularly called upon to litigate cases before all of the 
major patent law venues in high-stakes IP disputes involving an array of sophisticated technologies. He has a 
broad range of first-chair trial and pre-trial experience in U.S. district courts, at the International Trade 
Commission, and before the Patent Trial and Appeal Board. Brian also has experience handling other intellectual 
property disputes, including trade secret, trademark, and copyright litigations. He is regularly recognized as a 
leader in patent law by international business and industry publications such as IAM Patent 1000, Managing 
Intellectual Property’s IP Stars, and Legal 500. 

Rachel Fetches 
HGF, London, United Kingdom 

Rachel is an IP/Patent Litigation Partner and advises on contentious intellectual property matters for clients 
across a broad range of sectors including, life sciences, pharmaceuticals, healthcare, chemicals, food and 
beverage, aviation, media and telecommunications industries. She has extensive experience of litigating before 
the UK Patents Court, High Court and Court of Appeal. She has also regularly advised in relation to pan-
European IP litigation strategy for both patents and trademarks. Rachel is currently leading HGF's UPC team. 

Michael Frohlich 
European Patent Office, Munich, Germany 

Michael is the Director of Patent Developments and IP Lab at the European Patent Office. He is a fully qualified 
German lawyer with a post-graduate degree and a Ph.D. in intellectual property.  Serving in increasingly 
responsible positions in the IP area since over twenty-five years, he leads a team of lawyers and paralegals 
responsible for developing policy orientations and solutions to shape the international and European legal 
framework in the field of patents and related areas of law and practice, including the development of legal policy 
in relation to the Unitary Patent, new emerging technologies and patent law trends, the fostering of work 
sharing, or the harmonization of patent law and practices.  Prior to joining the EPO, Michael was Senior Director, 
EU IP & Strategy at BlackBerry, where he was responsible for the company’s IP affairs in Europe and for 
managing a range of global strategic matters relating to standard-setting initiatives, patent licensing, and 
litigation. Previously, was Senior Legal Counsel at Nokia, where he helped define Nokia’s patent and standards 
position. He was also Head of Legal Affairs at the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), 
where he shaped ETSI's IPR Policy. Prior to joining ETSI, Michael practiced law at Preu Bohlig & Partner in the 
fields of contentious and pre-contentious IP matters, with a particular focus on patent litigation. He also has 
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work experience in Brazil, where he worked for Dannemann Siemsen Advogados.  Michael has served for many 
years as the Chairman of the AIPPI Committee on Patents & Standards, as well as the Vice-Chairman of the 
GSMA IPR Working Group and Vice-Chairman of the LES Publication Committee. 
 
Steven Geiszler 
Huawei, Dallas, TX, USA 

Steven is U.S. Chief Intellectual Property Counsel for Huawei.  Based in Dallas, Texas, he oversees a team 
responsible for U.S. patent licensing, litigation, transactions, and prosecution.  Before going in-house, Steven 
practiced for 15 years at international law firms, handling complex patent litigation in venues including the 
Eastern District of Texas, District of Delaware, and U.S. International Trade Commission.  He received 
recognition in Chambers USA and Best Lawyers in America, and has been quoted in publications such as IAM, 
IPWatchdog, Corporate Counsel, and Managing IP.  Steven has appeared as counsel of record in more than 160 
patent-litigation cases and has managed more than 70 cases for Huawei, including FRAND patent-licensing 
disputes and trade-secret matters. Steven is a proponent of using data analytics in litigation management and 
lectures on that subject at Baylor Law School. 

Adam Gill 
GLS Capital, LLC, Chicago, IL, USA 

Adam is a founder and Managing Director of GLS Capital, a commercial litigation finance provider with more 
than $550 million under management.  Adam leads GLS Capital’s patent investments and sits on the firm’s 
Investment and Valuation Committees.  Adam is ranked Band 1 for IP litigation finance by Chambers & Partners 
and is consistently listed as one of the world’s top patent strategists by IAM. Before founding GLS, Adam led 
patent investments at two of the world’s largest litigation funders. Before that, he was a patent litigation partner 
at Kirkland & Ellis LLP. Public examples of GLS Capital’s patent investments include the monetization of 
computer-maker ASUS’s international portfolio of more than 300 cellular SEP patent families, and in another 
matter last year GLS-funded party Nanoco Technologies reached a $150 million pre-trial settlement in 
international litigation with Samsung after winning IPRs on every US-asserted patent. 

Nicholas Groombridge 
Groombridge, Wu, Baughman & Stone, LLP, New York, NY, USA 

Nicholas is a founding partner of Groombridge, Wu, Baughman & Stone. Over the past 30 years, Nick has been 
extensively involved in all aspects of patent litigation, including trials (both bench and jury). He has been lead 
counsel in over 150 patent infringement actions in federal district courts and has successfully argued more than 
30 cases in the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. Nick has litigated patents in a wide variety of technical 
areas, including software, semiconductors, pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, wireless networking, consumer 
electronics, specialty chemicals, automotive parts, financial services and medical devices. He is ranked in 
Chambers Global and Chambers USA as a Band 1 practitioner for Intellectual Property: Patent. He has also been 
recognized in Benchmark Litigation, Lawdragon, The Legal 500 and Managing Intellectual Property. Nick is 
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active in several professional societies and is a past president of the Federal Circuit Bar Association 

 

Azra Hadzimehmedovic 
Tensegrity Law Group LLP, McLean, VA, USA 

Azra is a partner at Tensegrity Law Group, and has extensive experience litigating complex patent cases in U.S. 
district courts, the ITC, and the International Chamber of Commerce. She has litigated significant patent matters 
for industry-leading companies in diverse technology areas, including computers; semiconductor devices, 
processing, and packaging; software; Wi-Fi- and location services; content delivery network services; 
pharmaceuticals; and medical devices. Prior to joining Tensegrity Law Group LLP in 2011, she was a litigation 
associate at Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP. Before practicing law, Azra worked as a scientist and technical editor 
for the United States Pharmacopeia, an official standards-setting authority for medicines and other health-care 
products. At Berkeley, she received the Stephen Finney Jamison Award. 

Haifeng Huang 
Jones Day, Hong Kong 

Haifeng leads Jones Day’s intellectual property practice in Greater China and is regularly called on to lead teams 
and advise clients on their complex business disputes and intellectual property matters. He has a broad practice 
covering disputes and transactions involving patents, trademarks, copyrights, trade secrets, unfair competition, 
antitrust, and technology licenses. Haifeng has advised clients on cases in many courts and agencies throughout 
China and elsewhere, as well as before multiple arbitration tribunals. These cases have involved a diverse range 
of industries, including software and systems, semiconductors, telecommunications, electronics, textiles, 
chemicals, optics, consumer products, heavy machinery, medical devices, pharmaceuticals and biotechnology. 
Haifeng is a frequent speaker on China intellectual property issues and has been recognized for his work in 
World IP Review, Managing Intellectual Property, IAM Patent, and Chambers Asia-Pacific. Haifeng is a member 
of the Steering Committee for The Sedona Conference Working Group 9 on Patent Damages and Remedies 
(WG9), and Working Group 10 on Patent Litigation Best Practices (WG10). 

Hon. Axel Jacobi 
Unified Patent Court, Paris, France 

Alex Jacobi is the Deputy Registrar of the Unified Patent Court.  He is legally qualified and joined the German 
judiciary in 2000 and worked there in different capacities.  Since 2012 as Judge of the Federal Patent Court in 
Munich. 

Hon. Sabine Klepsch 
Unified Patent Court, Dusseldorf, Germany 

After studying chemistry in Ulm and Freiburg and law in Bonn, Ms. Klepsch began working as a judge at the 
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Regional Court in Düsseldorf in 2001. She has been working in patent law since 2002 and in 2013 took over as 
presiding judge of the 4c. Civil Chamber, which was newly established at that time. The patent chambers of the 
Düsseldorf Regional Court deal exclusively with litigation concerning the infringement of patent and utility 
model rights as well as plant variety rights and employee inventions. 

Hon. Margot Kokke 
Unified Patent Court, The Hague, Netherlands 

Judge Margot Kokke is a Legally Qualified Judge (LQJ) at the Unified Patent Court (UPC) and Senior Judge at 
the District Court The Hague, IP/patent division. Judge Kokke holds an LLM as well as a BSc (chemistry) and a 
MSc (biochemistry) degree, all from Leiden University. Since 2014 she is a judge at the District Court The Hague. 
Before that, she worked as an (IP) lawyer in private practice in the Netherlands and as a consultant in 
international environments on three continents in the private sector and with (supra)national organizations. 

Hon. Andras Kupecz 
Unified Patent Court - Court of First Instance, Central Division, Munich, Germany 

András Kupecz has been serving as a legally qualified judge at the Central Division (Munich section) of the 
Unified Patent Court since the start of the UPC in June 2023. András holds an LLM in private law from 
Amsterdam University and an MSc from Utrecht University with focus on molecular biology. Before taking up 
his duties with the UPC, András was active for many years as a European patent litigator being dually qualified 
as a Dutch lawyer (advocaat) and a European patent attorney. 

Amandine Métier 
Hoyng Rokh Monegier, Paris, France 

Amandine’s practice focuses on patent litigation. She is admitted to the Paris bar and regularly appears in first 
instance and appeal proceedings. She has handled many litigation matters in various technical fields such as 
telecommunications, medical devices, chemistry, pharmacy as well as mechanics. Amandine has experience in 
international disputes concerning standard essential patents and Frand licenses. She also has expertise in the 
pharmaceutical field including litigation in relation to SPCs. She also develops her expertise in the context of 
arbitral procedures. Amandine holds a master degree in industrial property law from the Panthéon-Assas 
University (Paris II) and a degree in domestic and international arbitration law from the University of 
Montpellier. 

Paul K. Meyer 
TM Financial Forensics LLC, an HKA Company, San Francisco, CA, USA 

Paul is President and co-founder of TM Financial Forensics, LLC. He attended the University of Virginia and is 
a Certified Public Accountant (California and Virginia), Certified in Business Valuation (CPA-ABV), a Certified 
Licensing Professional (CLP), and a Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE). Paul is a Consulting Professor at Stanford 
University where he teaches a graduate course in the School of Engineering and is a member of the Advisory 
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Board at the University of Virginia McIntire School Of Commerce. He has provided expertise and analyses on 
intellectual property valuation and licensing matters in a wide range of industries including numerous high 
technology assignments. Paul’s extensive intellectual property experience includes analyzing financial and 
economic damages related to alleged infringement and misappropriation of patents, trademarks, copyrights and 
trade secrets. He has testified in over 200 depositions, and approximately 70 trials and major arbitrations, 
including 35 jury trials. Paul’s testimony has included federal and state court, the London Court of International 
Arbitration, and the International Trade Commission. Paul is a member of the Steering Committee for The 
Sedona Conference Working Group 9 on Patent Damages and Remedies (WG9) and Working Group 10 on Patent 
Litigation Best Practices (WG10). 

Prof. Dr. Tilman Müller-Stoy 
Bardehle Pagenberg Partnerschaft mbB, Munich, Germany 

Tilman is a partner with BARDEHLE PAGENBERG and co-heads the patent litigation group. He represents 
clients in patent infringement suits and in (parallel) invalidation and opposition proceedings, regularly as lead 
counsel in multi-jurisdictional matters (often relating to the U.S. and to industrial standards, Japan, UK, France, 
The Netherlands, and Italy). Further, he advises in IP-relevant contractual matters, in particular licensing, and 
matters of employee inventions law, as well as in mediation and arbitration proceedings. Tilman is widely 
recommended in rankings like IAM, Best Lawyers, Chambers Global & Europe, MIP Handbook, The LEGAL 
500, WHO’s WHO Patents, EXPERT GUIDES Patents, JUVE, and WIPR Leaders. 

Jane Mutimear 
Bird & Bird LLP, London, United Kingdom 

Jane is a partner in Bird & Bird LLP's intellectual property department where she focusses primarily on patent 
litigation, much of which is cross border in nature. For the past 16 years she has been active in telecom patent 
litigation and arbitration and has used 28 U.S. Code § 1782 to obtain documents from U.S. companies for use in 
litigation in Europe, has dealt with evidence requests under the Hague Convention, and has used Council 
Regulation (EC) No 1206/2001 to obtain documents from other European countries. She has successfully applied 
to the English Court for permission to use overseas documents obtained in English proceedings. 

Jeff A. Pade 
Paul Hastings LLP, Washington, DC, USA 

Jeff is a partner in the Washington D.C. office of Paul Hastings LLP. Jeff is an intellectual property litigator with 
over 20 years of experience in all phases of trade secrets and other intellectual property disputes. He directs 
complex civil and criminal trade secrets litigations concerning diverse technologies for clients around the globe, 
and also represents clients in internal trade secrets audits and related forensic investigations, as well as trade 
secrets compliance initiatives. Jeff teaches Trade Secrets Law at The George Washington University Law School, 
and is a frequent speaker and author on trade secrets issues. 
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Hon. Tobias Pichlmaier 
Unified Patent Court, Munich, Germany 

Tobias Pichlmaier is Presiding Judge at the District Court in Munich.  In 2000 he started as a judge at the District 
Court in Munich (Chamber for Patent Litigation). From 2001 to 2004 he worked in the Copyright Department of 
the Federal Ministry of Justice in Berlin. In 2004 he was public prosecutor at the public prosecutor’s office in 
Munich. After another stage as judge at the District Court in Munich from 2005 to 2012 (Intellectual Property 
Rights, especially Patent Litigation), he served as judge at the Higher Regional Court in Munich from 2012 to 
2016. From 2016 until January 2022, he was Presiding Judge of a patent litigation chamber at the District Court 
in Munich. Since February he leads the chamber for antitrust law. He is appointed as a legally qualified judge to 
the Local Division of the UPC in Munich.  Tobias Pichlmaier is author of various publications (Patent Law, 
Copyright Law, Law of Trade Secrets) and lecturer in Germany and abroad. 

Matthew D. Powers 
Tensegrity Law Group LLP, San Francisco, CA, USA 

Matt is a founding partner of Tensegrity Law Group, a patent firm formed in 2011. He tries patent cases, trade 
secret cases, fraud cases, and antitrust cases, and has led teams winning billion-dollar cases for many of the 
leading companies in the world. Matt is a Fellow of the American College of Trial Lawyers and of the 
International Society of Barristers. He is regularly recognized by leading publications as one of the top 
practitioners in the field of patent litigation, and as a thought leader on issues affecting the profession. In 2010, 
Managing Intellectual Property magazine named him “Outstanding IP Practitioner of the Year.” Matt has served 
as the Chair of The Sedona Conference Working Group 10 on Patent Litigation Best Practices (WG10) and Vice-
Chair of Working Group 9 on Patent Damages and Remedies (WG9). 

Philipp Rastemborski 
Eisenführ Speiser Patentanwälte Rechtsanwälte PartGmbB, Munich, Germany 

Philipp specializes in national and cross-border patent litigation. His expertise lies in representing clients in 
complex infringement and nullity proceedings, in the enforcement of standard-essential patents and all related 
antitrust issues. In addition, he advises on utility model and design law, on the protection of intellectual property 
under competition law, on the protection of trade secrets and on employee invention law. Philipp also has 
experience in IP-related arbitration proceedings and the drafting of licensing programs. The focus of his activities 
are in electronics, chip technology, and life sciences. 

Roberto Rodrigues 
Licks Attorneys, Rio de Janeiro, BR 

Rob is an experienced lawyer representing industry leading companies in patent litigation matters and patent 
oppositions. Rob has worked on the highest profile trials in patent matters in Brazil. Additionally, he advises 
companies on issues related to cybersecurity and antitrust. Roberto earned an LLM from Stanford Law School, 
where he was Lead Editor of the Stanford Technology Law Review. Roberto joined Licks again in 2019 and 
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became partner in 2020. He has also published articles in technology law journals abroad and he is an 
accomplished speaker around the world. 

 

Dr. Beatriz San Martin 
Arnold & Porter, London, United Kingdom 

Beatriz focuses her practice on the life sciences sector and innovative technologies. Her disputes practice is 
varied with significant experience handling cases before the UK Courts and the Court of Justice of the European 
Union, as well as assisting in multinational arbitrations. Besides her patent and SPC experience, she has also 
handled disputes and matters covering the full breadth of intellectual property rights including trademarks, 
database rights, copyright, design rights and trade secrets. She has been privileged to work on cases concerning 
a wide range of technologies - from pharmaceuticals to insulation products, from fintech services to 
agrochemicals, from software-based platforms to medical instrumentation, from mosquito nets to digital 
technology. 

Mark Selwyn 
WilmerHale, Palo Alto, CA, USA 

Mark is a partner in the Litigation/Controversy Department, co-chair of the Intellectual Property Litigation 
Practice Group, and a member of the firm’s Management Committee. Major corporations rely on him to litigate 
biomedical, electrical, chemical, mechanical, and business method patents involving a diverse array of 
technologies. He represents Silicon Valley’s most prominent technology companies in patent and other 
intellectual property cases in federal courts throughout the country and before the International Trade 
Commission (ITC). Mark was named to the Daily Journal’s exclusive list of Top Intellectual Property Lawyers 
for the tenth time in 2019. He was also recognized for exceptional standing in the legal community in the area of 
intellectual property in Chambers USA (2005-2020). In 2017, Mark was recognized by the Burton Awards and 
received the Law360 Distinguished Writing Award. Mark is also Vice President of California ChangeLawyers, 
the leading California philanthropy for diversity, equity and inclusion in the legal profession. 

Buddy Toliver 
Cisco Systems, Inc., Suwanee, GA USA 

Buddy manages a portion of Cisco’s worldwide patent litigation docket and works closely with Cisco’s 
Intellectual Property Group to support Cisco’s licensing and IP strategy efforts. He has been actively involved 
in helping to shape best practices under the AIA PTAB proceedings including through participation in the first 
Patent Quality Summit and providing comments in response to the PTO’s RFC on Trial Proceedings Under the 
AIA. His undergraduate degree is in applied physics and he is a registered patent agent. In addition to his patent 
law activities, Buddy actively supports pro-bono and charitable organizations including through service as the 
vice-chair of the board of directors for the Partnership Against Domestic Violence. 
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Anthony Trenton 
WilmerHale, London, United Kingdom 

Anthony is a litigation partner in WilmerHale’s London office, and a member of the Intellectual Property 
Litigation Practice Group, with over 25 years of experience handling all stages of English patent litigation, from 
before commencement of proceedings through to trial and appeal. He has conducted cases up to the highest 
level in the UK, including the House of Lords (Kirin-Amgen -v- Hoechst Marion Roussel and TKT), and the UK 
Supreme Court. Anthony is a Solicitor-Advocate and has exercised his advocacy rights in the High Court. 
Chambers UK has ranked Anthony among the leading lawyers for patent litigation in the UK. He has also been 
recognized by Legal 500, Legal Experts, IP Stars Handbook, IAM Patent 1000 and Super Lawyers. Anthony 
currently serves as a member of the Steering Committee for The Sedona Conference Working Group 9 on Patent 
Damages and Remedies (WG9), Working Group 10 on Patent Litigation Best Practices (WG10). 

Kathi Vidal 
USPTO, Alexandria, VA, USA 

Kathi serves as the Under Secretary of Commerce for Intellectual Property and Director of the United States 
Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) – America’s Innovation Agency.  As the chief executive of the USPTO, 
she leads one of the largest intellectual property (IP) offices in the world, with more than 13,000 employees and 
an annual budget of more than $4 billion. She is the principal IP advisor to the President and the Administration, 
through the Secretary of Commerce, and is focused on incentivizing and protecting U.S. innovation, 
entrepreneurship, and creativity. She leads an agency whose mission is to help American workers and 
businesses compete and collaborate, especially in ground-breaking technologies and across all demographics. 
As Director of the USPTO, Vidal is working to expand American innovation for and from all, and to bring more 
ideas to impact, including serving as the Vice Chair of the Council for Inclusive Innovation, alongside Secretary 
of Commerce Gina M. Raimondo and the Council members.   

Alice Wang 
Guantao Law Firm, Beijing, China 

Xiaodan (Alice) obtained her J.D. degree from Boston College Law School, Master in Law degree from Peking 
University, and Bachelor degree from Changchun University. Alice worked at Mindray (a medical device 
manufacturer based in China) for two years, worked at Finnegan Henderson's Washington D.C. office for four 
years, DJI (a recreational drone maker) for three years, and Bitmain (a blockchain chip maker) for two years. 
Alice joined Guantao law firm in September 2020 as a senior partner. 

Eric Whitaker 
10x Genomics, Pleasanton, CA, USA 

Eric has served as General Counsel of 10x Genomics since 2017 and is responsible for all legal matters. Eric brings 
experience as chief counsel in high-growth companies including as Chief Legal Officer of Nutanix, Chief Legal 
Officer of SanDisk, General Counsel of Tesla and General Counsel at Lexar. Eric started his career at Latham & 
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Watkins specializing in intellectual property and antitrust litigation. He has served on NASDAQ's Silicon Valley 
Advisory Committee and the Board of Visitors of Stanford Law School. Eric earned a J.D. from Stanford Law 
School and an undergraduate degree from Princeton University. 

 

Philipp Widera 
Vossius & Partner mbB, Düsseldorf, Germany 

Philipp joined VOSSIUS in mid-2017. As a bar-certified specialist attorney for Intellectual Property, he advises 
and represents national and international clients on all aspects of intellectual property law and related 
competition law issues, with a particular focus on contentious patent law matters. Before joining VOSSIUS, he 
had worked for two other leading law firms in the field of patent law gaining experience in a wide range of 
technical areas, especially mobile communications and life sciences. 

Wieger Wielinga 
Omni Bridgeway BV, London, UK 

Wieger is a Managing Director responsible for Omni Bridgeway’s investment origination in (sovereign) awards 
and judgments globally and its litigation funding efforts both in EMEA and the UK.  With close to three decades 
experience in global litigation, litigation funding and enforcement, Wieger began his career in 1992 as an attorney 
at Loeff Claeys Verbeke (now Allen & Overy) specializing in litigation and insolvency matters. He has been an 
advising lawyer to the International Finance Corporation / World Bank on various emerging markets projects 
and has advised several multinationals on investments in former Soviet states. He has been an officer with the 
military intelligence service of the Royal Dutch Army, Russian language and interrogation unit.   Wieger holds 
an MBA from INSEAD, Fontainebleau, a Masters in Law from Leiden University and a post doctorate degree in 
Insolvency Law from University of Nijmegen. 

Jennifer H. Wu 
Groombridge, Wu, Baughman & Stone LLP, New York, NY USA 

Jennifer  is a founding partner of Groombridge, Wu, Baughman & Stone LLP.  She is a patent trial and appellate 
lawyer recognized for her “great advocacy skills at trials” and “outstanding work in cutting-edge biologics 
cases.”  She was named to Lawdragon’s 500 Leading Litigators in America list, and was recognized by Chambers 
USA as an “Up and Coming” lawyer in Intellectual Property: Patent (NY).  Jennifer received the 2023 Pro Bono 
Service Award from the National Asian Pacific American Bar Association, and the 2022 Diversity Initiative 
Award from the New York Law Journal.  She is the President-Elect of the Federal Circuit Bar Association, a 
member of the NYU School of Law Board of Trustees, and an Executive Board member of USA for UNFPA, 
supporting the work of the United Nations Population Fund.  Jennifer clerked for the Honorable Alan D. Lourie 
of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. 
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Dr. Tobias Johannes Wuttke 
Bardehle Pagenberg PartG mbB, Munich, Germany 

Tobias is an equity partner at Bardehle Pagenberg, one of Germany’s tier 1 patent litigation firms. Each year, he 
is involved in over 30 patent trial cases. He is a frequent lecturer at various universities (e.g., Technical University 
of Munich) and public institutions like the EPO and the GPTO. Tobias regularly publishes articles in legal 
journals (LES Nouvelles, IIP Journal Japan, VPP magazine, Mitteilungen, etc.) and contributes to various IP 
blogs. His work is recognized by WhoisWho Patents 2022, IP Stars Patents 2022, IAM Patent 1000 2022, IAM 300 
2022, Chambers 2022, JUVE 2022 and others. 

Xiaowu "Emil" Zhang 
Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Brussels, Belgium 

Xiaowu “Emil” Zhang is Huawei’s Head of European IP Department. With his more than 17 years with Huawei, 
Emil leads Huawei’s various IP practices, including complicated overseas IP disputes resolution, patent and 
technology licensing, business cooperation, as well as IP strategic and portfolio planning.    

Dr. James Zhu 
JunHe LLP, Shanghai, China 

James' practice includes patent procurement, opinion, analysis & strategy, litigation, technology licensing, 
primarily focusing on life sciences, material sciences, medical devices, and electronics.  As a conduit between 
China and the rest of the world, James represents international clients to obtain and enforce their patent rights 
in China. James further provides strategic patent counselling for international clients in their market entry into 
China, conducts complex due diligence and analysis to evaluate IP risks, and enhances the value of IP assets.  
Prior to Jun He, James spent eight years at Perkin Coie LLP, became a partner in Perkins Coie's Los Angeles 
Office in 2007, and the Managing Partner of Perkins Coie's Beijing Office in 2008. Prior to his advancement in 
law, James was a co-founder & General Counsel of GanTech International, a Silicon Valley start-up where he 
spearheaded fund-raising, legal and business development activities. In the early 90s, James was a researcher at 
Merck & Co.    


